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AN EXCEPTIONAL COLLABORATION

1 exhibition, 2 places, 40 artists, 80 proposals : DYNASTY is the result of an exceptional
collaboration between the Palais de Tokyo and the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris/
ARC.
This exhibition prospects for a new generation of artists and presents them in the entirety of
the combined exhibition spaces of both the Palais de Tokyo and the Musée d’Art moderne de
la Ville de Paris/ARC. DYNSATY gathers over forty artists in nearly 5000 m2, and indicates
the strong commitment of these two institutions to emergent talent as well as a new phase of
collaboration between the building’s two wings. In sync with the guidelines pre-established
by Marc-Olivier Wahler, Fabrice Hergott and their team of peers, each artist is invited to show
two works that resonate together: one in the Palais de Tokyo and the other in the Musée d’Art
moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC, thereby echoing the complementary nature of these two
institutions and offering the artists unique opportunities to further develop the horizons of their
artistic vision.
Dynasty fits into on-going work of prospection conducted since 1977 by the ARC at the Musée
d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, notably with the Ateliers who have revealed numerous artists,
and by the Modules of the Palais de Tokyo, which dedicates two monthlong exhibitions to young
talent.
Stereo, symmetry, and dialectic – across a multiplicity of techniques and stylistic approaches,
the project intends to reveal the energy that lives in these artists, as well as their investigations
and their use of ambiguity or paradox.
The project seeks to take the pulse of emergent artistic sensibility in France, to underscore
both the common ground and the divergences, and to promote these works on the international
art scene. It attests to the artistic boom in Paris as well as in other regions, in schools and art
centers, in the Frac and alternative art spaces.
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Gabriel Abrantes and Benjamin Crotty

Having walked the halls of Cooper Union School in New York and the National School of
Fine Arts in Paris, Gabriel Abrantes enrolled in Fresnoy in 2007 and continued his studies at
Maumaus in Lisbon. Benjamin Crotty, on the other hand, studied at Yale University and enrolled
in Fresnoy in 2006. Both of them have participated in many exhibitions, in France and abroad.
Gabriel Abrantes and Benjamin Crotty have produced diverse projects, built on conventional
narratives. Their films sometimes have the appearance of Hollywood productions, but they
are produced in the conditions resembling those of experimental cinema. They construct the
installation decors in the exhibition space, making use of some simple materials and methods of
precarious constructions.
For DYNASTY, the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris /ARC presents Meixue (2010).
Following a short entitled Liberdade (2009), this film examines the troubled romantic relationship
between a young girl from the Chinese community and a young Englishman. Shifting as well
as linguistic, geographical, and cultural differences, are also present in Visionary Iraq (2008).
Projected at the Palais de Tokyo, this film is the story of a young Portuguese man who decides
to leave family in order to deploy in Iraq. Gabriel Abrantes and Benjamin Crotty play all the parts
in this drama – men, women, children, adolescents, and adults.

Gabriel Abrantes was born in Chapel Hill, USA, in 1984. Lives and works in Lisbon.
Benjamin Crotty was born in Spokane, USA, in 1979. Lives and works in Paris.
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Farah Atassi

A 2005 graduate of the National School of Fine Arts in Paris, this young painter of Syrian decent
recently benefited from exhibitions at the Ferme du Buisson Art Center and the Jean Brolly
Gallery. She is represented by the gallery Xippas (Paris/Athens)
Farah Atassi’s canvases are negative images of order and the unknown. Her works use motifs
perfect for revealing the artifice of painting. Bricks, tiles, doors, are just a few of the shapes
that structure the space like a geometric grid. These rigid and controlled zones overflow with
abandoned objects: a chair here, and a mirror there, function as accidents with forms and colors
in this black and white world.
On the occasion of DYNASTY, the artist presents multiple works from the same series reflecting
on destitute, emptiness and absence. These paintings describe impoverished spaces, both
public and private, which she names “transition spaces.” In this vein, the Musée d’Art moderne
de la Ville de Paris /ARC presents four decrepit and deserted interiors (Basement, Transitional
Home 2, Worker Room, Library) haunted by the Bauhaus, constructivism, or Bernard Buffet. For
its part, the Palais de Tokyo exhibits Bathroom and The Studio and Tenement 2, three universes
in direct correlation with the space of this site for contemporary creation and, more particularly,
with its abandoned basement.

Born in Brussels in 1981. Lives and works in Paris.
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Laëtitia Badaut Haussmann

A 2006 graduate of the National School of Art, Paris-Cergy, Laëtitia Badaut Haussmann
participates that same year in “La Force de l’Art.” From Quito to Stockholm, in Brussels or
Vienna, numerous exhibitions feature her work. The artist otherwise participates in the 55th
Montrouge Salon and collaborates regularly with Jorge Pedro Núñez, who also shows in
DYNASTY.
The practice of Laëtitia Badaut-Haussmann is multifarious and fragmented. The artist doesn’t
limit herself to any one medium and instead takes them all into consideration: sculpture, video,
text, and photo, are all vehicles for ordinary life events, reinserted in history. The artist juggles
temporalities and today adds her own live experiences to the narrations of the past.
For DYNASTY, Laëtitia Badaut Haussmann interrogates the memory of the two locations. Thus,
the cedar that she presents at Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC evokes the one
that, once located in front of the Polish Embassy, was chopped down when the Embassy was
demolished to make way for the construction of two institutions in 1937. At the Palais de Tokyo,
a sonata rings out between the walls. She bewitches the visitor and reminds him of the dark
hours of the Occupation, when the Germans stored hundreds of pianos confiscated from Jewish
families in the basement of the building.

Born in 1980. Lives and works in Paris.
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Gaëlle Boucand

After being awarded the Colin-Lefranc Grant in 2004, Gaëlle Boucand studied for six months at
the Cooper Union School in New York. Having graduated from The National School of Fine Arts
in Paris in 2004, she received, the following year, a residency at BBK (Berufsverband Bildender
Künstler), the Professional Federation of Visual Artists in Berlin. In 2007-2008, she returned to
Paris as a resident at the Pavillon, the studio and laboratory space at Palais de Tokyo.
This artist dedicates herself to resurrecting forgotten architectures: forms made from techniques
that, in their time were at the summit of scientific and cultural progress, but that today seem
archaic. In her works, these architectural forms collide with the contemporary world and today’s
temporality surpasses them. Her ingenious installations implicate the spectator in a disjointed
chronology, in a twisted perception of time.
For DYNASTY, Gaëlle Boucand presents at the Palais de Tokyo five sculptures, which
production was inspired by a collage of genuine butterflies, specially preserved in an unaltered
state. This relationship between ephemerality and conservation raises questions oscillating
between an archaic esotericism and vague attempts de futurist cryogenics. At the Musée d’Art
moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC, the artist projects a documentary film, Partis pour Croatan
(2010) [Gone to Croatan] which takes its name from the Native American legend told by newage zealot Hakim Bey. The film presents a raver community where lives are put on hold in favor
of an intense collective experience. In the middle of a seemingly endless party where nighttime
never falls – lasting seventy-two hours – the spectator loses his sense of time in an enclave that
is increasingly isolated from the rest of the world.

Born in 1980. Lives and works in Berlin.
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Mohamed Bourouissa

Student at Fresnoy, Mohamed Bourouissa graduated from the National School of Decorative
Arts and also holds a DEA (M.A.) in Plastic Arts from the Sorbonne (2004). He recently
benefited from a solo exhibition at the Finnish Museum of Photography in Helsinki and has
participated in numerous group exhibitions, most notably at the New Museum in New York. In
2010, the artist will show his work at the Berlin Biennale and at Manifesta. He is represented by
Les Filles du Calvaire Gallery (Paris/Brussels).
Photographer in the pure tradition of documentation and the “decisive instant,” Mohamed
Bourouissa tracks tense moments, breaking points, that are part of life in suburbs. This mental
and geographical territory is treated as a conceptual object, an “emotional geometry” light years
away from the drama.
For DYNASTY, the Palais de Tokyo projects Temps Mort, 2009 (Dead Time), a film produced
with a rigged cellular telephone. This pixilated correspondence between the artist and a
detainee subtracts the prison space from the information in order to leave room for the
imagination. The Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris /ARC presents Légendes, 2010
(Legends), a documentary on street hawkers in the "Barbès" neighborhood of Paris. The illegal
commerce unmasks itself via a precarious film device: the video cameras, which film from a
subjective point, are worn by the vendors themselves.

Born in Blida, Algeria, in 1978. Lives and works in Paris.
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Guillaume Bresson

Having switched from tagging to academic painting at the age of 15, Guillaume Bresson
obtained his diploma at the National School of Fine Arts in 2001. Since 2007, he has benefited
from several solo exhibitions in galleries in Paris, Brussels and Berlin. He is represented by the
Bourouina Gallery (Berlin) and the Nathalie Obadia Gallery (Paris).
Guillaume Bresson pratices a painting style free from the arcana of art history. His pictorial
brushstroke draws as much from the chiaroscuro of Caravaggio, as from the Romanticism of
Géricault and the historic frescos of Nicolas Poussin. Retranscribed in hyperrealist brushwork,
these influences are transposed in scenes of urban violence, here painted in the same manner
as the great battles.
For DYNASTY, Guillaume Bresson interrogates the narrative phenomena that come out of his
canvasses. At the Palais de Tokyo, the artist exhibits scenes from underground parking garages
where indetermination, or even the absence of action, prevails. Although the drama is shown in
negative space, it does not appear less violent. The Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris/
ARC hosts four paintings. They portray the frames of these same events in a classic unity
of time, space, and action. Guillaume Bresson seems to situate painting in a temporal gap,
between photographic mise-en-scene and pictorial construction, news stories and historical
painting, intrigue and the elusiveness of a gesture.

Born in 1982. Lives and works in Paris.
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Pierre-Laurent Cassière

A 2005 graduate of the National School of Art in Nice, (Villa Arson), Pierre-Laurent Cassière
also holds a M.A in Contemporary Art from the University of Liege. He participated in numerous
group exhibitions, notably in Paris, Moscow, Dublin and Sao Paulo. In 2009, he benefited from
his first solo exhibition, ZOOM!, in Cologne. He is represented by the gallery Frédéric Giroux
(Paris).
As a plastic artist of sound, Pierre-Laurent Cassière interrogates different vibratory fields playing
with the limits of perception. His sonar devices enable visitors to experiment with new ways of
listening and prompt them to redefine their sensory capacities.
For DYNASTY, Pierre-Laurent Cassière presents the installation Mag-Net at the Musée d’Art
moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC. A thin copper wire runs through the entire exhibition, picks up
live electromagnetic fields, and then reveals them in the last rooms under the form of a drone. At
the Palais de Tokyo, Pulse (2010) amplifies the infra-thin with the help of a Crookes radiometer.
This object, which consists of a light bulb and ceramic vanes, has a laser beam passing through
it. When exposed to heat, the vanes rotate, gather speed, and disrupt the beam. This produces
an imperceptible sound phenomenon, captured and amplified by the artist.

Born in 1982. Lives and works in Draguignan and Berlin.
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Yuhsin U. Chang

A 2008 graduate of the National School of Art in Bourges, Yuhsin U. Chang became particularly
interested in the medium of photography during the end of her studies. In addition, she took
lessons in Butoh – the contemporary Japanese dance also called the “dark body” – and was
able to explore the boundaries between the inert and the living through this philosophy. She is
represented by the YR Gallery (Paris).
Yuhsin U. Chang’s art draws on introspection and on a certain form of openness to the world.
Her works mix organic materials with other substances and seem at once strange and common,
intimate and unfamiliar.
DYNASTY is the occasion to show Poussière [Dust], two imposing installations in situ at the
Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris /ARC and at the Palais de Tokyo. These monuments
invade the space in a supernatural manner similar to a body that is invisible, unfinished, and
residual. Amorphous and precarious, these dust giants oscillate between the disintegration and
regeneration.

Born in Taiwan, in 1980. Lives and works in Paris.
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Stéphanie Cherpin

A 2007 graduate of the School of Fine Arts in Marseille, Stéphanie Cherpin also holds a M.A. in
Philosophy from the University of Nice. Since 2008, her works have been shown in multiple solo
exhibitions, most notably in Bordeaux, Basel, and even Hegenheim. She is represented by the
Cortex Athletico Gallery (Bordeaux).
Stéphanie Cherpin gauges industrial and commercial zones in the city in order to imbue the
space, its forms and materials. Her sculptures are composed of sofas, pipes, bathtubs and
the like. Rooted in functional structures that are a jumble of construction sites and salvaged
pieces, her works are often monumental in nature and form strange creatures waiting to be
domesticated.
For the exhibition DYNASTY, Stéphanie Cherpin drew on the depot yard for road maintenance
from the City of Paris in order to father an ensemble of materials in forms sometimes
unrecognizable. Harnested for their potential sculptural semantics, these “vestiges” of forms
– that are at once aggressive, docile, meaningful, and tenuous – are cut-up, separated, and
recombined with other elements according to her formal principles. After having created a
plastic harmony between these components, the artist brutally carries out their separation. Her
sculpture is split between the Musée d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris /ARC and the Palais de
Tokyo.

Born in 1979. Lives and works in Paris.
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Pauline Curnier Jardin

2006 graduate of the National School of Arts, Paris-Cergy and the National School of Decorative
Arts in Paris, Pauline Curnier Jardin has participated in Antonia Baehr’s Laughing Studio at the
Laboratoires d’Aubervilliers in 2007 amongst other things.
Fascinated by the process of narration, the artist does her utmost to tell a story through the
process of “narrative patchwork.” Her art ensures a whimsical equilibrium between the written
material, the performance and the recording.
For the occasion of DYNASTY, Pauline Curnier Jardin presents a “film-performance” indicative
of her work in general. The Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC exhibits Le Salon

d’Alone (2008-2010), an opera consisting of 80 slides, two musicians, and a narrator. Labeled
a “psychedelic slide opera,” this projection, which mixes absurdly with metaphysics, is an
interpretation sung from inside a wonder-room. Similar to the slide show Ami, 2010 (Friend)
shown at the Palais de Tokyo, a number of her films, performances, songs, documentaries,
fictions, and critical discourses, share a common record book.

Born in 1980. Lives and works in Paris.

For Imaginez Maintenant festival [Imagine Now], Pauline Curnier Jardin appears with her
band, Les Vraoums [The Va-vrooms], four women “performers” under 30. Their cultural
references vary from Captain Spoke to David Bowie to Frida Kahlo. Les Vraoums render the
exhibition space a veritable concert scene, which they exploit to the max by creating a new
genre of cabaret and by reviving performance practices.
Their concert will take place July 1st from 9 p.m. to 10 p.m. at the Musée d’Art moderne de la
Ville de Paris.
* (More informations about « Imaginez Maintenant », page 46)
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Mélanie Delattre-Vogt

With an M.A. in Plastic Arts at the University of Valenciennes, Mélanie Delattre-Vogt exclusively
practices drawing. She recently participated in multiple publications, such as Figures [Faces], an
anthology of 36 portraits from Balzac’s The Human Comedy.
Her compositions are borrowed from heterogeneous sources: photographs, fragments of texts,
or correspondences. The found objects are carefully indexed, then sampled and organized with
pencil lines. Mélanie Delattre-Vogt lends texture to strange illustrations, themselves shaded with
warm colored pigments.
Expressly for DYNASTY, the artist presents two series of drawings, both inspired by a freezer
manual from the 1970s. For the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris /ARC, Mélanie
Delattre-Vogt produced nine large-format drawings. Certain drawings originate from the freezer
manual, while others are linked directly to chance discoveries, mislaid objects, misplaced
photographs, or fragments half-hazardly selected from texts. The Palais de Tokyo presents
twenty-one drawings of smaller formats that are woven together with an acoustic system, which
creates a “sound shower” that transforms the spectator into an auditor.

Born in 1984. Lives and works in Paris.
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Alain Della Negra et Kaori Kinoshita

Alain Della Negra and Kaori Kinoshita met at Fresnoy – National Studio of Contemporary Arts
in 2001, the year they graduated. Their work, principally in the format of documentary film,
received in 2009 the Grand Prix of 54th Montrouge Salon and was exhibited in the Modules at
Palais de Tokyo.
Most notably on the topic of virtual worlds, they have retranscribed simulated universes in
their video works. In front of their video camera, anonymous players – hotshots at Sims or
Second Life – narrate in first person their avatars’ adventures. This study of the man-machine
relationship continues from here on out in the figure of a mutant-man.
For the occasion of DYNASTY, the two artists present The Coming Race, 2010. This project
consists of a series of photographs presented in Palais de Tokyo, and a conference cycle given
at Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris /ARC. Through these slides, Alain Della Negra and
Kaori Kinoshita give an account of their exploration of utopist European communities and draw
the portrait of a new human genre, polymorphic and telepathic, for whom metal and sensorial
perceptions stretches into invisible worlds.

Alain Della Negra was born in 1975.
Kaori Kinoshita was born in Tokyo in 1970.
Live and work in Paris.
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Dewar & Gicquel

Daniel Dewar and Grégory Gicquel have collaborated since they were students at the School
of Fine Art in Rennes. In 2001 and 2003, they produced founding projects at 40m3, the Rennes
association of contemporary art, and then in Public> in Paris. Represented by the Loevenbruck
Gallery, they have also participated in the “Printemps de Septembre”, art exhibition and festival,
in the “Pommery Experience #3,” and the exhibition “M. Nouvelles du monde renversé” at Palais
de Tokyo.
Dewar & Gicquel cultivate a hybrid conception of artwork. Their works, industrial objects “rehandmade,” have ventured into other territories without ever moving away from a production
“ready-hand-made.” Multiplying popular references – from fishing to skateboarding – the artist
duo creates a fortuitous commerce between previously disconnected lexical elements. Their
work cleverly articulates an elephant seal with a geisha, and a car with prehistoric sediments.
For the occasion of DYNASTY, the Palais de Tokyo hosts Waders (2010), a monument of an
unknown fisherman. This work explores the space between the modern fragmented sculpture
and the contemplation promised by the leisure industry. Moreover, the artists show Original
peruvian carpet, a monumental tapestry in the lobby of Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris
/ARC that destructures the space and pushes the limits of sculpture.

Daniel Dewar was born in Forest of Dean, UK, in 1976.
Grégory Gicquel was born in 1975.
Live and work in Paris.
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Bertrand Dezoteux

2008 graduate from Fresnoy – National Studio of Contemporary Arts, Bertrand Dezoteux
expresses himself principally in the form of videos. On the occasion of the Reset exhibition at
the Ricard Foundation, he produced a piece of furniture for the first time. He exhibited it in the
Modules at Palais de Tokyo in 2010.
His works are far out. The artist hijacks the codes of futurist films and, by means of the
intervention of numerous characters, deploys them into absurdity. In Roubaix 3000 (2007), he
creates a smokescreen by creating “a family film about a political futurism,” and in Le Corso
(2008) a “3D documentary featuring animals,” he tries his wings.
For DYNASTY, Bertrand Dezoteux is projecting two recent works. The Palais de Tokyo shows a
fable entitled Zaldiaren Orena (2010), The Horse Hour. Set in 1943 in Basque country, the story
takes place in a real life setting, populated with objects and strange situations borrowed from
folklore and farm work. At the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC, the artist shows
Biarritz (2010), a scene of mythological inspiration, a return to the origins of aquatic life, filmed
at sea and subjected to the effects of waves.

Born in 1982. Lives and works in Bayonne and Paris.
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Rebecca Digne

As an adolescent, Rebecca Digne ran away with The Invisible Circus to be Victoria Chaplin and
Jean-Baptiste Thiérée’s apprentice. After two years of touring, she went back to her studies at
the Free Conservatory of French Cinema and then obtained a diploma from the National School
of Fine Arts in Paris in 2009. She is now in residency at The Rijksakademie in Amsterdam.
This young video artist sees the space of projection as a “field of resistance against time.” In
fact, her films bring to light image and time in silence. In her videos, technique – the stillness of
the shot, slowness, and repetition of sequences – deliberately supplants the written narrative
through its austerity, reserve, and expectation.
For DYNASTY, the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC, projects a film in which
Rebecca Digne imposes a face to face with an ambiguous image of a young man, arms raised,
as if in prayer, at once strange and fearsome – is he a wanted man or a pilgrim? The Palais
de Tokyo projects Le Matelas [The Mattress]. This silent, black-and-white 16 mm film forms an
endless loop and shows the “eponymous” object brought to life by an invisible force, without
beginning or end.

Born in 1982. Lives and works in Paris.
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Antoine Dorotte

A 2004 graduate of the School of Fines Arts of Quimper, Antoine Dorotte recently benefited from
two solo exhibitions at the ACDC Gallery, one in Brest in 2008 and the other in Bordeaux in
2009. Also in 2009, he was one of three winners of the 54th Salon de Montrouge. This year, he
participated in the Modules at the Palais de Tokyo.
Through an artisanal practice of zinc etching, Antoine Dorotte gives form to hybrid installations
that are a cross between drawing, sculpture and, even more surprisingly, film. He doesn’t stop
experimenting with different methods of creation within the close relationship between practice
and material.
For the occasion of DYNASTY, the artiste produces two new works. At the Palais de Tokyo,
Blow (2010) covers a wall surface of several tens of m2. The assemblage of the modules, a
reference to the quartz-zinc cladding enhanced for contemporary architecture, puts forth a
drawing so deliberately vague that it forms a nebula. At the Musée d'Art moderne de la Ville de
Paris/ARC, Antoine Dorotte reinterprets the symbolic image of the Ouroboros (the serpent biting
its tail). Suite d'O, 2010 is composed of metallic pieces used in the evacuation of rainwater,
engraved with nitric acid. Each piece contains a number that is part of the Fibonacci sequence,
a famous divisibility sequence.

Born in 1976. Lives and works in Rennes.
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Julien Dubuisson

A 2005 graduate of the National School of Fine Arts in Paris, Julien Dubuisson was trained in
sculpture. The 2009 winner of the Prix Cadr’art at the Belgian competition ART’Contest based in
Brussels, he participated that same year in the Modules at the Palais de Tokyo.
Julien Dubuisson highlights the paradox of contemporary sculpture, by reuniting ultramodern
technological practices with artisanal traditions. Whether the material be friable like soil,
intangible like sound, hard like stone or malleable like metal, the artist uses modeling to tackle
the material during the extensive work by hand.
For Dynasty, Julien Dubuisson shows two new works where the shapes are primed with
negative and positive space. At the Palais de Tokyo, the artist presents Visite extérieure d’une
grotte, 2010 [Visite of a Cave’s Outside]. Too small to be a full-fledged cavern, too big to be a
scale model, the sculpture is seven meters of sprawling amorphous volume: solid, opaque and
dense. At the Musée d'Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, the artist exhibits Ghost Dance, 2010–
fossilized footprints in concrete slabs. This work denotes sacred Native American dance, of
which only the faintest trace remains today.

Born in 1978. Lives and works in Brussels.
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Vincent Ganivet

A 2003 graduate of the National School of Fine Arts in Paris, Vincent Ganivet regularly exhibits
his monumental works in France, in the Modules at Palais de Tokyo in 2007 and 2009 amongst
other places, and abroad. His work recently entered the collections of the Fnac as well as the
Frac Ile-de-France and Frac Poitou-Charentes. With the Palais de Tokyo’s support, he notably
participated in the last edition of “Platform”, an artistic event of great scope at Seoul.
Developping an artistic practice of the absurd and the ephemeral, the artist creates some works
from raw materials, from everyday objects and phenomena diverted from their initial function:
the domestic water damage becomes a fountain, a firecracker giving brith to a mural painting...
Just as in a magic trick, the objects reveal their secret lives: the banal becomes beautiful and
the accidental poetic.
For the occasion of DYNASTY, the artist presents Caténaires (2009), an ensemble of sculptures
divided between the Palais de Tokyo and the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC.
These freestanding cinderblock archs of different heights simultaniously evoked construction
sites and the skeletons of roman cathedrals. In front of the suspended works, the catastroph
seems imminent, but always postponed; they stand at poetic vanishing points, resulting in a
sham, a mechanism “with no result” of his works.

Born in 1976. Lives and works in Ile Saint Denis.
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Fabien Giraud and Raphaël Siboni

Influenced by the practices of documentary film and cinema, Fabien Giraud and Raphaël Siboni
met at the National School of Decorative Arts. After attending Fresnoy – Studio of Contemporary
Arts, they began their collaboration in 2007 at the Lyon Biennale. Their approach, which began
by questioned contemporary communities and their processes of individuation, progressively
unfolded towards the redefinition of the very notion of the esthetic experience. Their works are
notably part of the Centre National des Arts Plastiques collection.They are reprensented by the
gallery Loevenbruck (Paris).
The world, as to Fabien Giraud and Raphaël Siboni, is a fluid landscape, “soft” in the terms
of computer programming. In a system of equivalences where nothing is set in stone or lost
forever, the artwork is considered to be a variable in a system tailored to the circumstances at
hand: exhibition, institution or situation. Singularity is then only one function amongst others
in this dynamic agglomeration. Their work consists of envisioning, despite everything, the
possibility of a protrusion that could have just short-circuited this reality and that would be a
carrier for an Event. They devote themselves to redefining the status of the artistic experience
by interrogating the possible emergence of functions still indeterminate.
For the present situation of “DYNASTY,” Fabien Giraud and Raphaël Siboni present two new
series of works, split between the Musée d'Art moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC and the Palais
de Tokyo. On one side, Sans Titre (Et si quelque part quelque chose se mettait simplement à
vous remplacer) – Untitled (And if somewhere something simply started to replace you) – is a
computer calculating a zero equation for a time in the millions of billions of years, for which the
final result can only be zero. On the other side, Sans Titre (La vallée Von Uexküll 1920 x 1080)
and Sans Titre (La vallée Von Uexküll 4036 x 2048) – Untitled (The Von Uexküll Valley 1920 x
1080) and Untitled (The Von Uexküll Valley 4036 x 2048) respectively – are the first two works
of a series that responds to a strict protocol: videos of the sunset are filmed without filter or lens,
but with the help of a very high-definition video camera. These two pieces establish a world
where the machine is the yardstick: a deaf otherness that already excludes man from its system
and relegates him to the margins.

Fabien Giraud was born in 1980. Raphaël Siboni was born in 1981.
They live and work in Paris.
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Camille Henrot

A 2002 graduate of the National School of Decorative Arts in Paris, Camille Henrot set herself
apart in 2005 with the exhibition "J'en rêve" (I’m dreaming about it) at the Cartier Foundation.
She has since participated in numerous exhibitions, at the Hara Museum in Tokyo, at the
Palais des Beaux-Arts in Brussels, at the Modules in Palais de Tokyo in 2007 and at the Kamel
Mennour Gallery in Paris, which represents her.
Camille Henrot possesses a very large range of interests that stretches beyond the art world.
The artist is fascinated by the origins of Man as constructed through myths, objects, and the
symbolic trail that they create. Using various mediums (drawing, photographs, cinematic
images, ready-mades, sculpture, and music), she associates original creations and documents
misappropriated from their original functions.
For the occasion of DYNASTY, the artist shows Dear Survivor, let it be known that you are not
alone (2010). This project, shared by the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC and
the Palais de Tokyo, proposes a face-off between the two institutions accomplished through the
confrontation of two monumental works. First she breaks a ceramic plate measuring five meters
in diameter and then divides the pieces to create two sculptures. Each edifice is propped up, a
precarious display, of a fragile and massive work that resists destruction.

Born in 1978. Lives and works in Paris.
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Louise Hervé et Chloé Maillet

Holding degrees in Art History, Louise Hervé and Chloé Maillet have collaborated since 2000.
Respectively, they graduated from the National School of Arts, Paris-Cergy, and obtained a
doctorate in Historical Anthropology. Together in 2001, they founded the International Institute
for Important Item: a structure that permits them to develop a work of reconstitution, which is
more or less historical in nature. In 2008-2009 they were residents at the Pavillon of the Palais
de Tokyo.
Archeology, history and science fiction intersect in each of their works in a variety of forms.
Having formulated hypotheses based on materials taken from their environment, the artists
privilege the medium of conferences, also called “didactic performances.” They have produced,
up until now, two medium length films and their broadcastings are also part of the performance.
For the occasion of DYNASTY, the two artists present L’homme le plus fort du monde
(stratigraphie) [The Strongest Man in the World (a Stratigraphy)]. The Palais de Tokyo and
the Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, which are established in the same neo-Roman
building, become the location of an archeological excavation. Through snippets of the epic
mise-en-scene of Hercules on one hand and Maciste on the other, the visitor is called upon to
surmise the collusion between these films and the architecture of this building built in 1937.

Born in 1981. Live and work in Paris.
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Armand Jalut

DAfter graduating from the National School of Fine Arts in Lyon in 2004, Armand Jalut was
awarded the Prix Hélène Linossier that following year. A 2009 resident of the Villa Manet in
Gennevilliers, he has participated in numerous group exhibitions and benefited from a solo
show at the Michel Rein gallery, which represents him.
Armand Jalut, by “sublimating a low-life reality through the use of style,” develops “variety
painting,” which sometimes borrows from French folklore and sometimes from American B
movies. Frontality, Realism, and occasionally a bombastic style, create the push and pull of
attraction and repulsion as well as a certain representation of the grotesque. By rendering his
still lifes into pop vanitas, Armand Jalut situates his painting method in an underground faction
of art history where pleasure and irony reign in unison.
For DYNASTY, Armand Jalut shows a set of paintings and pastel drawings. At the Palais de
Tokyo, the artist most notably presents his triptych Lapin Smarties (2008) [Smarties Rabbit],
depicting a rabbit surrounded by chocolate multicolored candies, which provides a window into
an unlikely feast. The Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC, exhibits for its part the
series Canapés (2008-2010) [Sofas] : couches, which have been ripped apart by cat claws,
emit delicate soap bubbles. At once kitsch and strange, these works touch on the processes of
shifting, enlarging, and even sexualizing forms.

Born in 1976. Lives and works in Paris.
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Laurent Le Deunff

2001 graduate of the School of Fine Arts in Bordeaux, Laurent Le Deunff was awarded the
Jean-Claude Reynal Grant in 2005. His works have recently been presented in numerous
French galleries and art centers, and are also featured in the Bordeaux CAPC and Aquitaine
FRAC collections.
At the heart of this copious production is nature. Laurent Le Deunff surveys mountains
and forests, studies the spaces and doesn’t hesitate to refer back to the pages of the very
picturesque magazine Le Chasseur Français [The French Hunter]. The artist invokes ancestral
forms, that are sometimes even prehistoric, and their development reveals artisanal techniques.
This know-how translates in material forms a certain idea of man and nature, which mutually
haunt each other.
Abandonment, recycling and collection are just a few of the many transitory states that the
artiste explores for DYNASTY. At the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC lies a
Matelas [Mattress] made of wood eroded by the ocean and a Mammouth, (2001) [Mammoth]
made of cardboard found outside after the spring snowmelt. The Palais de Tokyo presents
Crâne (2003), a skull composed of a year’s worth of nail clippings. Here, the return to a state of
nature can only takes place through material practice.

Born in 1977. Lives and works in Bordeaux.
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Benoît Maire

After having earned a M.A. in Philosophy at the Sorbonne, Benoît Maire studied art at the Villa
Arson in Nice until 2003 and was a resident at Pavillon of the Palais de Tokyo in 2005-2006.
His work was recently exhibited in France at the New Festival at Pompidou Center and in the
Modules at Palais de Tokyo (2008), as well as in London at the Institute of Contemporary Arts
and the Lisson Gallery. In 2010, Benoît Maire was invited to have a solo show at the Aquitaine
FRAC. He is represented by the Corthex Athletico Gallery (Bordeaux).
Since 2009, the artist began researching the “esthetics of differends.” He brings together
notes, drawings, rough drafts of sculptures, photomontages, collages, and paintings, in order
to measure the precarious equilibrium between an image and its concept. Benoît Maire is in
search of an intersection between formal and mental space where an esthetic can blossom.
Here, the “differend,” a notion borrowed from Jean-François Lyotard, enables the artist to broach
two paradigms that structure post-conceptual art: relativism and linguistic form.
For the occasion of DYNASTY, the Palais de Tokyo shows Le Nez [The Nose] (2010), a bronze
sculpture accompanied by texts and drawings, forming a kind of metadata of the work. The
Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC projects the text of this sculpture and hosts La
Caverne (The Cavern): an installation composed of mirrors, chairs and a telescope.

Born in 1978. Lives and works in Paris.
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Vincent Mauger

Having attended the Regional Schools of Fine Arts in Angers and Nantes, Vincent Mauger
focuses on drawing, sculpture and installation in situ. Recently exhibited at the Lieu Unique
(Nantes) and at the Bétonsalon (Paris), his works are notably part of the Centre National des
Arts Plastiques collection, as well as of the Musée National d’Art Moderne collection.
Working principally from crude construction materials (bricks, word, and cinderblocks), the
artist proposes installations in large formats. His sculptures, in the style of a reverse big bang,
look like dehumanized landscapes, taken from a nature that could have been appropriated by
futuristic technology.
For DYNASTY, Vincent Mauger invades the architecture of the Musée d’Art Moderne de la ville
de Paris/ARC and the Palais de Tokyo. On one side, a structure climbs to the ceiling, on the
other, a work proliferates on the floor. Between the scale models of majestic nature and mineral
panoramas, the artist reconfigures these exhibition spaces as hostile territories, as constantly
changing jungles that are strangely familiar.

Born in 1976. Lives and works in Nantes.
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Robin Meier et Ali Momeni

Trained as a musician, Robin Meier studied composition in Switzerland and electroacoustics
at the National Conservatory in the Region of Nice. Since 2004, he has pursued a degree in
cognitive philosophy at the School for Advanced Studies in the Social Sciences (EHESS). Ali
Momeni is, as he holds a Ph.D. in Music Composition from the University of California, Berkeley,
an Assistant Professor in the Department of Art at the University of Minnesota.
Both apply the rules of music composition to the confines of art and science. Their collaboration
focuses particularly on the interactions between man and the machine. Even though their work
integrates high-tech procedures, it resonates nevertheless with the purest traditions of the arts.
This is most notably the case in the installation presented for DYNASTY at the Musée d’Art
moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC. Combining electromagnetic waves with astrological rituals,
this immersing work echoes Raoul Dufy’s La Fée Electricité [The Electricity Fairy], which
showed the impact of a growing urban electrical distribution on society. At the Palais de Tokyo,
Meier and Momeni also propose Truce: Strategies for Post-Apocalyptic Computation (2009),
an original reading of the works by Gabrielle Gibson and Ian Russel. These scientists from
Greenwich University discovered a humming modulation in mosquitoes during copulation.
The artists propose here to regulate this behavior by inviting three live insects to reinterpret a
traditional Indian song.

Robin Meier was born in 1980. Lives and works in Paris.
Ali Momeni was born in Isfahan, Iran, in 1975. Lives and works at Minneapolis, USA.

For Imaginez Maintenant*, Robin Meier and Ali Momeni propose a new installation consisting
of a hanging garden of speakers, suspended at eye level, located at the entrance to Dufy Room
at the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris. In this cocoon, this engulfing environment, the
visitor uncovers the electromagnetic activity that surrounds him – invisible, but nonetheless
omnipresent. From July 2 to September 5, Robin Meier and Ali Momeni establishes a live
connection with an observatory that records the sounds of stars as well as sonar pulses and
integrates them with other sources.
* (More informations about the festivak « Imaginez Maintenant », page 46)
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Théo Mercier

A 2005 graduate of the National School of Industrial Creation in Paris, Théo Mercier wanted to
design doors. After having worked in Matthew Barney’s atelier in 2008, he set himself apart the
following year by being awarded a “coup de cœur” in the HSBC Photography Competition. He
has participated in numerous group exhibitions and has recently benefited from a solo show at
the Museum of Hunting in Paris. He is represented by the Gabrielle Maubrie gallery in Paris.
Self-taught artist, Théo Mercier proclaims a great freedom with regards to formal technique. He
strives to deconstruct mechanisms and show them again as harmonious contradictions. Leaving
behind visual and intellectual comfort, he imposes paradoxes, oddities and humor as a point of
view in plastic art. This results in exquisite cadavers of sculptures and collages where images,
universes and clichés are at odds with one another, the sine qua none of the production of a
“parasitic” work.
For DYNASTY, the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC exhibits Le Solitaire, 2010
[The Loner], a 3-meter high giant sculpted from spaghetti. Although Théo Mercier creates the
spectacular with food, his work is concerned above all else with expectation and sadness. At
the Palais de Tokyo, the artist presents five totems: gods of earth, hair, glass, wood and flesh.
Usually absents from museums, these impoverished gods – lame, ugly and wizened – find a
pedestal, here. These mutant idols that the artist modeled after man are deformed, decadent
and borderline.

Born in 1984. Lives and works in Paris.
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Nicolas Milhé

A 2001 graduate of the School of Fine Arts in Bordeaux and a 2002 resident at the Pavillon
(studio and creative laboratory at the Palais de Tokyo), Nicolas Milhé has had multiple solo
exhibitions since he finished his studies. His works are part of numerous public collections,
including the FNAC, Aquitaine FRAC and the Fond Municipal d’Art Contemporain de la Ville de
Paris.
A specialist in “the esthetic of perturbation and contextual creation,” according to Paul Ardenne,
Nicolas Milhé excels in the manipulation of signs. Drawing on mercenary qualities, the artist
explores cultural relationships and tries to twist them to benefit private interests. Here, art is a
passageway and a promise of the interpenetration of categories and different social spheres.
For the occasion of DYNASTY, Nicolas Milhé shows a monumental work at the Musée d’Art
moderne de la Ville de Paris /ARC. The lighted sign, Respublica (2009), takes the shape of a
neon ad seen on the roofs of buildings. At the Palais de Tokyo, the artist exhibits a split wall,
Meurtrière [Arrowslit] (2009). A throwback to medieval barbarism, the work transforms the
museum space into a fortress – a territory under surveillance.

Born in 1976. Lives and works in Paris.
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Benoît-Marie Moriceau

Having graduated from the National School of Fines Arts in Quimper in 2003, Benoît-Marie
Moriceau began a Masters in Plastic Arts at the University of Rennes 2 the following year. His
works have entered into several public French collections, including the Fonds Municipal d’Art
Contemporain de la ville de Paris (the Collection of Contemporary Art for the City of Paris). He
has also participated in numerous exhibitions in France and has benefited from two solo shows :
"Psycho", (2007) and "Formwork" (2009).
Essentially in situ, the Benoît-Marie Moriceau’s devices invite the visitor to consider his physical
position as well as to experiment with space and the situation at hand. Borrowing defense
strategies and concealment tactics from history and works in the public domain, the artist sets
up installations and sculptures imbued with a fictitious psychological dimension.
For DYNASTY, Benoît-Marie Moriceau focuses on the notion of dissimulation. At the MAM, the
artist exhibits a photograph, showing the museographical display of the Egyptian Antiquities
Department in the Louvre, circa 1905. The image – a reverse shot from Louis Feuillade’s Les
Vampires of a particular element from the set – shrouds the presence of a secret passage, or
perhaps a black monochrome. At the Palais de Tokyo, the artist reinstates a model of a personal
bomb shelter, shown here above ground as a useless object – overexposed. The construction of
this cell, conceived of in the 1950s, were in accordance with Open Source practices that permit
unlimited physical modifications.

Born in 1980. Lives and works in Rennes.
.

For Imaginez Maintenant* Benoît-Marie Moriceau presents a new project : Bright Square
Society. At nightfall, powerful projectors light he bottom of the square of both institutions which
usually is plunged into the darkness. The lighting system borrows that collectively used for
the sports equipments, the parking lots of shopping malls, building sites or archaeological
excavations. Brought to light for a site livened up today by a general-purpose logic: at the same
time park of elegated sculptures and for two decades, ground of expression of urban cultures of
skateurs, fire-eaters, taggers and other dancers of tecktonik...The artist intensifies the lighting to
reveal all the ambiguities, and the contradictions of a place which, at night, faints in "No-man'sland".
* (More informations about the festival "Imaginez Maintenant", page 46)
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Jorge Pedro Núñez

A 2006 graduate of the National School of the Arts Paris - Cergy, Jorge Pedro Núñez was also a
2009-2010 resident at Pavillon of the Palais de Tokyo. Represented by the Crèvecoeur Gallery
in Paris, he has participated in numerous exhibitions, in such places as Milan, Miami and Sao
Paulo.
A versatile artist, Jorge Pedro Núñez expresses himself through the diverse plastic languages.
His vocabulary of forms borrows from geometric abstract art and popular culture. His art
originates in appropriation, collage, and redefinition of the art object.
On the occasion of DYNASTY, the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC shows
Sans titre [No Title]. A mishmash of different objects and furniture salvaged from the museum
storerooms, the work suggests a rereading of Architekton, a series of architectural scale models
produced by Kasimir Malévitch in the 1920s. The artist plays with the instability between distinct
cultural contexts, associating the supremacism of the everyday object. At the Palais de Tokyo,
Jorge Pedro Nunez erects a sculptural Homage to Simon Rodia – artist of the famous Watts
Towers in Los Angeles – The Watts Towers (nuestro pueblo) (2009). This parallel questions the
manner in which a sum of objects and individuals can “have mass” and gather together in a
monument in public space.

Born in Caracas, Venezuela, in 1976. Lives and works in Paris.
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Masahide Otani

Having graduated in 2007 from the School of Fine Arts in Bordeaux, Masahide Otani entered
a program the following year at the National School of Fine Arts in Lyon. Since 2006, the artist
has benefited from four solo exhibitions in France and Japan, and has participated in numerous
group exhibitions, chiefly in Paris, Düsseldorf, Basel and New York. He is represented by the
Cortex Athletico Gallery (Bordeaux).
Masahide Otani practices sculpture as an experiment with repetition. His works proceed from a
duplication, an echo, a reformulation of the world. Tables, chairs or easels are the objects of his
copies, their forms reproduced in stained plywood. These fake ready-mades are based on the
dual principle of enunciation – a tautology.
For the occasion of DYNASTY, the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC presents
Volets clos (2010) [Closed Shutters]. This series of identical sculptures repeats the form of a
closed shutter. Installed side by side, the castings preclude the spectator, and keep out of his
reach. At the Palais de Tokyo, Masahide Otani exposes Je-fait (2006) [Me-made], sculpturestructure that reuses the design of scaffolding. This modular work reveals the inconsistent shifts
in the empty spacing surrounds it. It seems to foretell the eventual conversion of the exhibition
space into a construction zone, immediately contradicted by its own futility.

Born in Shibukawa, Japan, in 1982. Lives and works in Paris.
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Florian Pugnaire and David Raffini

Florian Pugnaire and David Raffini met during their studies at the Villa Arson in Nice and
have conceived of collaborative projects since 2006. In 2008 and 2009, they distinguished
themselves at Fresnoy - National Studio of Contemporary Arts, in the Modules at Palais de
Tokyo, at the Ricard Foundation and at La Marine gallery (Nice). Florian Pugnaire is represented
by the RDF gallery (Nice).
On top of their collaborative practice and approach to art as if it was a game or a battlefield,
Florian Pugnaire and David Raffini turn their attention to the process of fabrication and creation.
Their works are intimately linked to practice, or even action and performance. Cultivating an
interspace where the end goal of the work isn’t always defined, the notion of atelier takes on a
particular importance, a place where everything can still be invented and modified.
For the occasion of DYNASTY, Florian Pugnaire and David Raffini show singular intervention
at the Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC. The confrontation of films, sculptures and
paintings multiplies the loss of landmarks and the discrepancies between the points of view
presented by the different forms. Also, the Palais de Tokyo exhibits a collaborative film entitled
Casse Pipe, 2009 [Headed for Disaster]. In this work, the artists stage the reenactment of a
Napoleonic battle, projected in different moments in the space-time continuum, confusing the
documentary gaze and the subjective gaze.

Florian Pugnaire: born in 1980. Lives and works in Paris and in Nice.
David Raffini: born in 1982. Lives and works in Piedigriggio, Corse.

For Imaginez maintenant [Imagine Now], Florian Pugnaire and David Raffini will construct
a sculpture in the unused, lower level of Palais de Tokyo. From the old staircase landing,
the spectator discovers "a mechanical tale". Through sculpture and film, the two artists
explore possible narrations of destruction. After being closed for more than twenty years, the
ground floor will once again be open to the public. Pugnaire and Raffini’s project provides the
opportunity to announce the groundbreaking for the renovation of this story.
* (More informations about the festival "Imaginez Maintenant", page 46)
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Jean-Xavier Renaud

2001 graduate of the National School of Decorative Arts in Strasbourg, Jean-Xavier Renaud
moved to Hauteville-Lompnes, in the mountainous department of Ain, in 2004. A town
councilman since 2008, he intervenes in matters regarding remand centers, psychiatric
hospitals, as well as geriatric services, he cultivates the earth and he never leaves out his two
dogs, three chickens, two ducks and one peacock pigeon. He is represented by the Françoise
Besson Gallery (Lyon).
This compartmentalized life is agglomerated in his work. Through different drawing and painting
techniques, the artist explores the limits and shortcomings of human relationships and societal
conventions. Since his 2005 exhibition at the Modern Art Museum in Strasbourg, he has
imposed on the spectator ensembles of massive and excessive images.
On the occasion of DYNASTY and at the Musée d'Art moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC, JeanXavier Renaud proposes a disjointed display that punctuates the exhibition spaces with diverse
images, inspired by his excesses, by his engagements and by his poetic eccentricities. The
Palais de Tokyo exhibition space hosts a large drawing in china marker, entitled Le Conseil
municipal (Town Council), 2008.

Born in 1977. Lives and works in Hauteville-Lompnes.
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Raphaëlle Ricol

A 1999 graduate the National School of Design, Graphic Art, and Architecture, L’ESAGPenninghen, Raphaëlle Ricol has painted since 2001. She has participated in numerous group
exhibitions in France and abroad. In 2010, she notably exhibited at the Claudine & Jean-Marc
Salomon Foundation for Contemporary Art and has benefited from a solo exhibition at the
Polad-Hardouin gallery (Paris) which represents her work.
Trained as a graphic designer, Raphaëlle Ricol works with acrylics, glues figurines to the
surfaces of paintings, and sometimes screws canvasses together. The artist draws her
inspiration from a wide range of cultural trends, ranging from street art to advertisements and
from comics to film. Her paintings are “shockwaves” brought to life by intimate visions drawn
from popular culture.
For DYNASTY, Raphaëlle Ricol shows a selection of paintings. The Musée d’Art moderne
de la Ville de Paris/ARC presents among others La lutte des places [The Place Struggle],
Le soleil noir [The Black Sun] and l’Enfant Soldat [Child Soldier], such evocative titles for
such uncompromising paintings. At Palais de Tokyo, Raphaëlle Ricol builds a world inhabited
by characters such as Spiderman and Michael Jackson. This population of entertaining
characters reveals nevertheless internal monsters similar to the many physiological and mental
transformations that are strongly alluded to in the titles: a make-believe paranoia, an internal
mutation…

Born in 1973. Lives and works in Paris.
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Bettina Samson

Having studied Aesthetics and Plastic Arts at the Sorbonne and attended the National School of
Fine Arts in Lyon, Bettina Samson presented her first solo shows around 2005, most notably at
the Zoo Gallery (Nantes). She has also participated in numerous group exhibitions at the Paul
Ricard Foundation, at the Modules in Palais de Tokyo in 2009, and at La Salle de Bains (Lyon).
The works of Bettina Samson function like uncensored meetings of artistic and industrial
narratives: radioactive photography and nuclear development, B movies and Cinemascope, as
well as serialism and Soviet industrial espionage. By creating ellipsis or constructing collisions
between history with a big ‘h’ and a little ‘h,’ between the artistic avant-garde and the scientific
conquest of the visible, and between popular culture and its media strategies, Bettina Samson
explores the idea of a historical coincidence.
For DYNASTY, the artist exhibits at the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC a series
of works inspired by the Becquerel family – Edmond (1820-91) and Henri (1852-1908) – who
one after another discovered the solar spectrum and radioactivity. The Palais de Tokyo presents

Warren, 1/4 de seconde en Cinémascope (2007) [1/4 of a second in Cinemascope], which
consists of seven portraits of Warren Oates; their likeness sculpted after photograms taken from
a scene in La Horde sauvage [The Wild Bunch] (1969), by Sam Peckinpah.

Born in 1978. Lives and works in Paris.
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Alexandre Singh

A 2005 graduate of the School of Visual Arts in New York, Alexandre Singh also attended the
Ruskin School of Drawing and Fine Art in Oxford. He recently benefited from multiple solo
exhibitions in New York, San Francisco, Rome and Lisbon. He is reprensented by gallery Art:
Concept (Paris).
The work of Alexandre Singh takes the shape of an arborescent mental architecture inhabited
by a series of collages, associations of ideas, images, or words. The artist, like an alchemist
conducts the transformation of visual codes that he then organizes into flow-charts. In the guise
of a thought process based on systems, his works have the effect of a veritable hallucinatory
flash.
For the occasion of DYNASTY, the Palais de Tokyo and the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de
Paris/ARC exhibit two variations of Assembly Instructions (2008). Through the intervention of a
photocopier, two iconographic systems or two parallel theorems seem to depict world order. All
in all, these vast cartographic machines recreate the Big Bang via a sorter.

Born in 1980. Lives and works in New York
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Oscar Tuazon

Graduate of the National School of Fine Arts in Bordeaux, Oscar Tuazon continued his studies
in art at the prestigious studio program at the Whitney Museum of American Art. Since 2006, he
has participated in an editorial project, Metronome (Paris), and the following year, he co-founded
Castillo-Corrales, a Parisian Belleville-based collective, and took part in the Modules in Palais
de Tokyo. Oscar Tuazon has produced important projects for the International Center of the Arts
and Landscape in Vassivière, The Kunsthalle in Bern, and also The Center of Contemporary Art
in Pougues-les-Eaux. He is represented by the Balice Hertling Gallery in Paris.
In the early 2000s, Oscar Tuazon designed a basic sculpture, which could be called minimalist.
He has led sculpture to the doorstep of architecture and, in consequence, certain examples
of his work appear as large formats of scale models depicting residential projects, precarious
constructions, or ruins. From this indeterminate genre is born a physical tension of essentially
spatiotemporal nature.
For DYNASTY, the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC shows a series of sculptures
designed to reveal spatial tensions. They contaminate the exhibition space by altering
perception, experience, and even functional usage. The Palais de Tokyo hosts Kodiak (2008), a
sculpture produced in collaboration with his brother Eli Hansen, born from an attempt to build a
shelter in the hostile environment of Kodiak Island, Alaska.

Born in Seattle, USA, in 1975. Lives and works in Paris and in Tacoma.
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Cyril Verde in collaboration
with Mathis Collins
A graduate of the National School of Arts in Paris-Cergy, Cyril Verde also attended the school
of visual arts La Cambre in Brussels. An exhibition curator in 2009 at Saint-Etienne Modern Art
Museum, he created that same year Elan, “a magazine about investigations and adventures by
artists.”
For a few years, Cyril Verde has been conducting research on collaborative work. Since 2007,
he has worked occasionally and in a chance manner with Mathis Collins, a graduate of ESAMM
Metz Metropolis Art School (2010). Their lastest piece together, Alpha Gold, is a 5.4 proof beer
brewed with water form artesian wells in "Butte aux Cailles" neighborhood in Paris and it has the
remarkable quality of not inducing a hangover.
For the occasion of DYNASTY, Cyril Verde invites Mathis Collins to continue this collaboration.
From a 19th-century print of a geological section, they tell the story together of the 8th artesian
well in Paris, hypothetically located where Palais de Tokyo stands today. Thus Verde and Collins
suggest a monument in homage to the wells here. At the Musée d'Art moderne de la Ville de
Paris/ARC, the artists present a collection of documents gathered during their research. These
documents, either found or borrowed from other institutions, are also accompanied by graphic
works.

Cyril Verde was born in Tarragona, Spain, in 1986. Lives and works in Paris.
Mathis Collins was born in 1986. Lives and works in Metz.
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Duncan Wylie

A 2000 graduate from the National School of Fine Arts in Paris, Duncan Wylie recently had a
solo show at the Grenoble Museum that reverberated with a large retrospective on the American
painter Alex Katz. He is represented by the Dukan&Hourdequin Gallery (Marseille) and Virgil de
Voldère Gallery (New York).
His painting method is composed of numerous contradictory forces and must be understood
in terms of its paradoxes. The images of destroyed houses produced by Duncan Wylie
originate from multiple tensions that lend themselves to painting. The thematic apparent in the
“ruin” is a “pictorial utopia” that allows him to synthesize his research on the topics of spatial
representation, the brutality of the touch, and his personal history.
For the occasion of DYNASTY, the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC proposes
four large-format paintings. They place the spectator in the heart of an event where order
and chaos constitute a terrain ripe for experimentation. At the Palais de Tokyo, Duncan Wylie
proceeds in the opposite manner, exposing only one very large-scale canvas, inspired by three
documents Love All (2010). The telescoping of these images interweaves parallels between
the recent earthquake in Haiti, the reconstruction of German cities after the second world war,
and the strength and the lunacy of man in a natural universe, as portrayed by Werner Herzog is
Fitzcarraldo (1982).

Born in Harare, Zimbabwe in 1975. Lives and works in Paris.
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Chen Yang

A graduate from the Shanghai Normal School in China, Chen Yang worked as a high school
art instructor in Beijing before attending the National School of Art in Limoges. In 2009, the
artist began a new graduate program at the National School of Fine Arts in Lyon, where he still
studies.
Chen Yang positions himself as eyewitness of his time. Since his childhood, the artist has paid
particular attention to the memories that fade and disappear only to reappear later as snippets in
our mind. His multidisciplinary artwork is essentially autobiographical. Absence, want, nostalgia
and melancholy are central to his research.
For the occasion of DYNASTY, Chen Yang projects Belle journée (2009) [Nice Day] at the
Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC. The video shows an aquarium in a construction
zone. The fish rush about in order to escape the accumulation of sugar cubes. This is a
metaphor for the distress felt by people faced with the planned destruction of their homes.
The Palais de Tokyo projects Instant (2008), a film that is particularly intimate. Situated on his
grandfather’s stomach, the video camera records the movement of his respiration. Here, breath
evokes the intermittent relationship between the past and the present.

Born in Xian, People’s Republic of China, in 1979. Lives and works in Lyon.
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EDITIONS

PALAIS /
issue 12, summer 2010
A special issue of the magazine of the Palais de
Tokyo, with 40 innovatives contributions -and just
as many artistic visions, universes and personal storiescreated for this occasion by the artists of DYNASTY.

Bilingual magazine (French & English) /
288 pages in colour / 28 x 21 cm / ISSN 1951-672X /
ISBN 978-2-84711-038-8

Co-edited with the Centre national des arts
plastiques (CNAP). 10 euros (France),

CATALOGUE
A catalogue designed by le musée d’Art
moderne de la Ville de Paris, offre à travers
cinq essais un panorama de la situation artistique
actuelle, ainsi qu’une présentation détaillée de
chaque artiste exposé.
160 pages, 100 illustrations, 21 x 29,6 cm, paperbacked.
Editions Paris Musées.19 €.

More information : www.palaismagazine.com
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IMAGINEZ MAINTENANT
4 days for the young creation

From July, 4th The "Festival Imaginez Maintenant" (Imagine Now) takes place in France.
In Paris, the festival "Imaginez maintenant" (Imagine now) is invading the Paris Chaillot hill and
its highlights – the Chaillot National Theater, Cité de l’architecture & du patrimoine (Architecture
and Heritage Center), gardens, Human Rights Square, Palais de Tokyo and Musée d'Art
moderne de la Ville de Paris. "Imaginez maintenant" invites creator-artists under 30 to revisit
tangible and intangible heritage: the heritage of Universal Exhibitions and the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights

pictures and more informations : www imaginezmaintenant.com
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LA COLLINE DES MUSÉES
Creativity in all its forms

For the first time, La Colline des musées, created in 2009, reuniting four Parisian cultural institutions
found around the “hill” of Chaillot, will present a collective program rich in diversity and focusing on
young artists and creators. The Cité de l'architecture et du patrimoine, the Musée d'Art moderne
de la Ville de Paris, the musée du quai Branly and the Palais de Tokyo, have decided to put
together a program featuring young contemporary artists throughout the summer of 2010. With a
special admission fee, this project will give the public the unique opportunity to discover all 4 entities.
The Colline des musées starts June 11, 2010 with the opening of “Dynasty”. Proposed by both the
Palais de Tokyo and the Musée d'Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, the exhibit has invited over 40
young artists to create different installations and marks a new and exciting collaboration between the
two institutions.
The same day the Cité de l'architecture et du patrimoine will present “The Young Architects’ and
Landscapers’ Album Awards” (Albums des jeunes architectes et des paysagistes), which is the work
of young architects and landscape architects that were selected by the french Ministry for culture and
communication in an effort to support the work of young, dedicated professionals under the age of 35.
With the launch of this collective program, the musée du quai Branly will give free entry on June 11
from 10am to 9pm in order to discover the exhibition “Other Masters of India” – a look at the
contemporary creation in modern India. During the summer, the museum has programmed a variety of
free cultural activities dedicated to the art of story telling and crime novels from across the world. A
unique occasion to discover the civilisations of Africa, Asia, Oceania and the Americas.
In May of 2009 when these 4 cultural institutions banded together, with the support of the Paris Ile-deFrance tourist board, they have managed to create a program mutually enriching and diverse. La
Colline des musées Pass gives preferential rates during the course of the year. La Colline des
musées Pass entitles the visitor to reduced rates at the next two, and a free ticket at the last one,
whatever order they are visited in, and this Pass is valid for five consecutive days for all permanent
and temporary exhibitions.
Find your tickets and a complete program, by clicking www.lacollinedesmusees.com

La Colline des musées is supported by the Comité Régional du Tourisme Paris Ile-de-France (CRT)

Press contact :
Pierre Laporte Communication
Camille Reyboz : actu@pierre-laporte.com
51 rue des petites écuries
75010 Paris
01 45 23 14 14
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press contacts :
Palais de Tokyo /
Dolorès Gonzalez
dolores@palaisdetokyo.com
Tel : +33 (0)1 47 23 52 00
Mob : +33 (0)6 12 45 93 04

Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC
Marine Le Bris
marine.lebris@paris.fr
Tél.+33 (0) 53 67 40 07

Dynasty's Press opening
Palais de Tokyo and Musée d'art Moderne de la Ville de Paris
Thursday 10th from 11:30AM to 2:30PM.

11AM to Noon : Press opening at the Cité de l’Architecture et du Patrimoine (partner of the "Colline des
musées"). Exhibition Nouveaux albums des jeunes architectes et des paysagistes 2009-2010
Palais de Chaillot, 1 place du Trocadéro 75016 Paris

Informations :
11-13, avenue du Président Wilson / 75116 Paris

MUSÉE D’ART MODERNE DE LA VILLE DE PARIS / ARC
Tél : 01 53 67 40 00
www.mam.paris.fr

Métro : Alma-Marceau ou Iéna / RER : Pont de
l’Alma (ligne C) / Bus : 32/42/63/72/80/92

Renseignements et réservations des ateliers et visites
guidées :
Tél. 01 53 67 40 80

MUSÉE D’ART MODERNE DE LA VILLE DE PARIS / ARC
PALAIS DE TOKYO

www.dynasty-expo.com
Entry rates :
Full fare : 9 €
Reduced fare : 6 € (familles nombreuses, personnel
éducatif, plus de 60 ans)
half fare: 4,50 € (youngs 18-26 ans)
Free fare : less than 18 years old, arts
professionnals, art students...

Horaires :
Du mardi au dimanche de 10h à 18h. Nocturne le jeudi
de 10h à 22h (seulement les expositions). Fermeture le
lundi et les jours fériés.
Free-access to permanent collections of the Musée d’Art
moderne de la Ville de Paris/ARC.

PALAIS DE TOKYO
Tél : 01 47 23 54 01
www.palaisdetokyo.com
Renseignements visites guidées : 01 47 23 38 86
Open every day.From noon to midnight. Expect monday.
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THE PARTNERS :
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